
NOTE: No help from friends, tutors, or online 
translators is allowed for either step.

Expression écrite #4 : 
ma profession

Due Tuesday, Nov. 18 in class 
Both steps must be completed and handed in.  

         • You can choose to write about a profession you’d 
really like to do, OR you can just make it up (especially if the 
vocab on your chosen profession is too difficult for this level). 

          • Use vocab from Module 4, Module 5, the glossary, 
your notes, or sheets I’ve handed out (http://autrefois.org).  

         • For an occasional word that you don't know but is 
important to what you’re saying, you can either use a dictionary 
(for example, a paper dictionary or http://wordreference.com) or 
ask your teacher. 

         • You can follow the general format of the model, but 
personalize it. You don’t have to use complete sentences in the 
first part, but can if you’d like. 

         •  This first step will help you prepare your composition. It 

A) Do the Première étape on p. 112. 
This first step will help you prepare.  

It will be checked for  
completion and completeness.

         • Write a paragraph of at least 6-8 sentences.  

          • Use vouloir (Module 5) in the present or conditional to 
say what you want/would like to do, the futur simple with 
aller (Module 4) to talk about future plans, & the present to 
describe yourself. 

          • You can use vocab or sentences from what your wrote 
for the Première étape, but make sure it flows logically. 

          • Try to use vocab and structures you know or 
understand, even if it means simplifying. In FREN 1010, you’re 
not expected to write like Sartre or Victor Hugo. :-)  

         • DON’T just copy the model. DO use the model, vocab in 
the book, notes/sheets from class for ideas of useful vocab and 
expressions. If you have questions, please ask me!! :-)

B) Do the Deuxième étape on p. 112. 
This is the composition itself.  
You’ll be graded on Content,  

Vocabulary, Grammar, and Organization.


